Migration of data Terms and Conditions:
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All data is the responsibility of the customer, we recommend that a full back up of any data supplied is held by
the data owner.
Data Migration concerns moving or replicating data from one system to another system, If Data supplied is
incorrect in the original system it will remain incorrect in the new system. It is the client’s responsibility to make
sure data is correct in the first instance.
Accountancy software are not responsible for any client data, or the data supplied howsoever supplied or
returned.
Migrating data is a complex process, not all data may be included or even possible to migrate, please check with
your representative if you have any concerns.
Migration of QuickBooks Desktop to QuickBooks Online will only migrate native data, any modifications to
QuickBooks from its original design or add on data may or will not be replicated. Please consult your
representative if you or any party has modified your Desktop QuickBooks application through coding or add on
modification.
It is expressly understood we will only migrate accounting data, QuickBooks Desktop or other solutions to
QuickBooks Online, we will not migrate any add on data from external or internal developed non-Intuit software,
e.g. CRM, Shipping, Payroll, HRM systems or any other ERP type solutions.
Supplied Data is the responsibility of the client, the client must ensure it as being correct, It is not the
responsibility of Accountancy Software to check or run tests on the validity of any data provided.
Accountancy Software when engaged will migrate data supplied, it will not test this data for correctness and will
assume the client is happy with the configuration of the current data.
Accountancy software will where possible move data from your current system into our proposed solution, for
the proposed fee outlined in the invoice. Proposed solutions will be found on the originating invoice.
While Accountancy Software endeavour to populate the new system with correct data, we have no guarantee
that this will be free for errors that were inherent or otherwise from the system this data is migrated from.
Investigation, Manipulation, Testing, Building or any other action on data migration will be charged for, and a
invoice will be supplied for this data. This is expressly excluded for data migration. Manual creation of data is also
excluded, a fee will be charged for any additional manual input required after data migration.
Accountancy Software are not the owners of the software or liability, Migrations are conducted by Intuit
Migrations services with input from Accountancy Software. Liability remains with Intuit/QuickBooks for data
migration in all cases.
It is expressly understood and agreed by the Customer that due to the nature of the Software, and the conditions
under which the Software is used, ACCOUNTANCY SOFTWARE may not be able to rectify or repair or retrieve
certain lost or damaged data or information or may not be able to rectify damage caused within any particular
time scale or at all. In such cases, ACCOUNTANCY SOFTWARE shall use its best endeavours to remedy and repair
and retrieve such data or information or situations as is reasonably possible, for a fee, payable in advance of
commencement of works.
It is expressly acknowledged, understood and agreed by the Customer that due to the nature of the Software, and
the conditions under which the Software is used, data, software and information stored on a computer or on the
Software may be lost, deleted, altered or corrupted or otherwise rendered defective and
ACCOUNTANCYSOFTWARE.IE may not in all cases be able to retrieve or repair or undo the damage or loss or defect.
The Customer is advised and acknowledges, understands and agrees that it is the responsibility of the Customer to
obtain insurance to cover any possible loss, deletion, alteration or corruption or other defect in the Customer's
computer hardware, software, data and information and it is expressly understood and agreed that it shall be the
responsibility of the Customer to at all times keep up to date backup copies of all current data.
This software is a product supplied by the owner of the solution Intuit in the U.S/Europe and you are bound by
the terms of use when this software is activated. Additional development if required is not included and this
solution is sold as per the product specifications.
Please be advised we are not the developers of this software and cannot ad-hoc change its functionality. We are
not responsible for the functionality of this supplied software, the developers are the only accountable party for
software functionality. Accountancy Software are only a service provider to the mentioned software, you are
bound by their terms and conditions.
Ad-Hoc changes and amendments to data after migration are not included with migration and only data provided
will be migrated, additional work if required will require an additional P.O for this work to be carried out.
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